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CHAPTER I 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The .practical importance given to feeling 
1. 
. in our social life cannot be disregar�ed or overlooked� 
Feeling accompanies every really fruitful decision of 
all lives and must be reckoned with in all moral be­
hav1er. When feeling 1s intense, actions that other­
wise would never be perf9rmed become possible. The 
feelings may mislead us to form unwise judgments but 
the important fact to remember is that the feelings 
can reinforce our better judgments. Likewise the feel­
ings possess the power to bring individuals into union· •. 
Members of a family or friends may have many and varied 
differences, but af'f'ection ., grief, or a sense of' honor 
may bind them together and unite them. It is the same 
with nations. 
That there are feelings which tend to draw 
people and nations together and_ others which pull them 
apart is recognized. "Feeling as others feel u tends 
strongly toward a development of sympathy and common 
interest between nations. A sympathetic understanding 
is psychologically a necessary element in the way of 
reinforcing altruism, or action favorable to others. 
Out or a feeling of neighborliness and intelligent sym­
pathy with one another ., nations and peoples will nor­
mally develop an appreciation of the purposes that 
t I 
I 
2. 
o,thers seek to realize, a sympathetic understanding of 
their struggles, their successes and their defeats. 
Attitudes spring up spontaneously and inevitably with 
the .appreciation of meanings. And attitudes and i­
deals are after all the forces that, for good or evil, 
move the world. Who ean estimate the streams of better 
international sentiment which have sprung f'rom the ac­
tion of the United States in returning to China the un­
required balance of the Boxer indemnity, at a time when 
that great and powerful nation was weak and humiliatedt 
The timely and generous way in which the United States 
rallied to the assistance of' Japan when her eapital lay 
in ruins from an earthquake and her people suffered has 
helped to cement world friendship. The path of selfish-. ' 
ness leads inevitably to deterioration and ultimate de­
cay, but the path of moral energy can preserve and en­
hance the strength and virtues that are as indispens­
able to the well-being of nations as of individuals. 
Ignorance brings about feelings of anti­
pathy and hatred, and a tendency to dissolve social 
bonds. Instead of people and nations being drawn to­
gether, they are pulled apart and the impulses of con­
flict strengthened. Ignorance will no doubt postpone 
the day of world order and friendly race contacts and 
bind us to unprogressive conflict. 
"Hatred in t}:le past.and trepidation for the 
1 
3. 
future effectually block the way of social advance. 11 
"Racial antagonisms from time to time give 
rise to bloody conflicts in which millions of dollars 
worth of property are destroyed, aµd men, women, and 
children are brutally killed. u 1. 
Workers for peace and world order have long 
realized and emphasized the imperativeness of develop­
ing a spirit of telerance and of the sense of brother­
hood and of mutual aid among the nations and peoples 
of the earth. The basis of mutual understanding that 
will make smooth the pathways of international trade, 
and social enterprise 1s a permeation of the masses of 
people in every land with a wholesome respect for the 
merits of other peoples. The positive aspects of the 
struggle for internationalsim deal with the develop­
ment of attitudes and facilities for increasing the 
- values which come from large scale social interchange. 
Sisson tells us that after the World War 
Norman Angell was asked by American students beforie 
whom he lectured, "What is your plan (to keep peace}? 
What ought we to do? Should we make a naval alliance 
with Great Britain, or form a new League of Nations, 
or ---?" Norman Angell replied: 11The first thing to 
. do is to change your ideas and moral values; or to 
get to know them better. ---- Until that invisible 
1. Chapman and Counts, Principles of Education. 
P• 270. 
4. 
thing is done, our Cevenants and Leagues will be as 
f'ut1·1e as have been numberless plans in the past. n 2. 
It is only recently that we have realized 
that events which make for human happiness can be con­
trolled to a large extent by the cultivation of proper 
attitudes toward those events. From emotions, interests, 
desires, and sentiments arise the social values of indi­
viduals and nations. If we desire to develop good will 
in all humanity, all social groups must be encouraged 
to cultivate more widely and more actively a sympath­
etic understanding of one another. 
If attitudes do determine··our conduct, con­
dition our reception of facts, influence the assimi- · 
lation of members of a groµp, and if our friendships, 
our enmities, happiness, _success, or failure are de­
pendent upon them,. is it not important that education 
be con.earned that the right feelings be developed and 
rightly directed. Bode says, 11If education means the 
cultivation of appreciations, and the widening of ex-
. perience through learning the meaniilg of our physical 
and social enviromment, the attitude that is maintained 
bec0mes all important. " 3. The present generation of 
responsible leaders can determine whether or not the 
attitudes and ideals of the next generation will have 
a genuinely social quality. They must exercise a 
2 •. Sisson, E. o. Educatinlcifor Freedom. p. 136 3. Bode, Fundamentals 2f. ueitlon. p. 1<.J��·. 
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molding influence upon.those who are to take their 
places. 
5. 
Bode in ''Fundamentals of Education" 4. says "The position of leadership has been thrust upon it {education). It has become in an emphatic sense the guard4an of' the future, and there is no way by which it can measure up to its responsibility and oppor­
tunity except through the cultivation and propasation of' an attitude or spirit that will make men more human and life more rich and. beautiful. 11 
The use of' educational institutions for the development of' pet schemes of' various groups_in the United States, such as industrial groups, moralist 
groups, and militaristic groups, has been brought vi­
vidly bef'ore the public milld in reoent years. All 
these groups realize the fertile f'ield that 1s theirs 
if they can have an opportunity to mold the attitudes 
of the young 1.n their f'avor. 
The educational value of' military training 
has been a matter of debate since the earliest appear­s.nee o:f such training in the college curriculum over 
a century ago. One group maintains that our educa­
tional institutions are becoming a part of our mili­
tary system. The War Department subsidizes military 
training in 313 schools and colleges, enrolling. 
A. Bode; Fundamentals of' Education. p. 2,412. ------ - -----
6. 
147, 000 cadets and supplies 1, 771 instructors. The 
Comma·ndaht of the Reserve Officers' Training Gorps 
"reports to the War Department confidentially on what 
goes on there ind 1s being rated himself in part on 
his success in keeping out pacifism and maintaining 
an atmosphere favorable to the R.O. T. C. '' 5. 
The following is a summary of the work of 
the War Department in its gigantic program of spread­
ing propaganda in our edueational institutions. This 
summary is taken from the report of General Summerall 
when he said that the Army was reaching nearly every 
American community. "Military training received Fed­
eral aid in 313 colleges and secondary schools, and 
these boys go to 44 camps under 9 corps area offices. 
The citizens' military training camps have 89 procure­
ment offices and camps. The National Board for Promo­
tion of Rifle Practice has 1, 600 clubs. The Organized 
Reserves have 88 offices in 87 cities. u  6. There are 
many duplications in this list, but the total is very 
suggestive of just how extensively propaganda power 
might be used. 
Propaganda is the art of influencing people's 
attitudes. One of the most effective ways of doing that 
is to reach them through their own personal desires. 
5. 
6. 
National Council 
April 1931 
for Prevention of War News Bulletin 
National Council for Prevention of War News Bulletin 
January 1931. 
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'7. 
The anti-militarist maintains we are financing a pro-. 
gram that enables the War Department to give something 
to hundreds of thousands of peopls. If the statement 
of Chief of Staff of the United States Army, Major Gen­
eral Charles P. Summeral in his final report be true 
that. the Citizens' Military Training Camps ndo not di­
rectly promote any military obJ�ctive 11 ; and if "the 
chief benefit to the Army lies in the increased confi­
dence in its personnel on the part of the civilian pop­
ulation which has followed from the many contacts inci­
dent to the conduct of the camps 11, '7 • then the War De­
partment through the C. M.T. C. is giving f'ree vacations 
not to build military preparedness but to build mili­
tary mindedness, which by many military le�ders is con­
sidered a proper "qualification for ci tizenship 1i . 
The Officers of the R. o. T. C. are constantly 
finding new and novel ways to interest young people by 
introducing some delightful s ocial services such as po­
lo, a dancing school, . a horsebaclt riding school for 
young women, movietone reproductions of mass matluvers 
and drill by snowshoed R. o.T. C. cadets, snappy unif­
orms, and pretty girl colonels, and at the same time 
giving out educational claims which educational leaders 
generally would label as false and invalid. 
'7. National Council for Prevention of War News Bulletin 
January, 1931 
- - - -
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8. 
The following gucipation .from the English 
National Council for Prevention of War pamphlet 
"Militarism in our Educational Institutions" shows the 
trend of thought of those opposed to militarism: 
"·It is in the schools, in the shaping of 
young minds,· that the foundations of wars are laid. 
The evidenc� we have given makes it clear that the War 
Office is doing all it can to make the Junior Cadet 
Corps. attractive. It is increasing the seductions and 
the pleasures of camp life. Subtly and insensibly 
growing numbers of our best boys have their minds fam­
iliarized, often through the agency of teachers whom 
they most respect and love, with the practices and deeds 
of war. 
To these growing tendencies in our public 
life we oppose ourselves. 011 and water cannot mix, 
neither should militarism and education. 'Boys should 
not learn how to kill .before they learn how to live.' 
The increasing activity of the War Office leads to the 
condemnation that we are militarizing the thinking of 
our youth. No greater disservice can be rendered to 
the cause of peace. To the War Office we would say 
'Our youth has perished once. Give youth a chancel 
Clear out.of the schools: ' ne. 
8• Quoted from New Letter #5� February 7, 1927. 
Committee on Militarism in ·Education. 387 Bible 
House, Astor Place., New York City. 
·- ---·-·· ... '·-
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On the other hand it is the co
ntention of 
the military group that milita
ry training is an excep­
tionally valuable subject as
 a component in the train­
ing of a well-educat
·ed man. Military training i
s de-
picted as providing the stud
ent with a coordinated and 
balanced course in human rel
ations which combines a 
practical period of apprentic
eship with several years 
of theory, demonstration, a
nd application. A consider­
ab.le number of military men
 point out that the tactical
 
decisions involved in the s
tudy and· solution of mili­
tary problems calls for an
alytical treatment, skill i
n 
judgment, and accuracy in d
ecision. It is contended 
that such training makes f
or a disciplined mind, has 
a practical_ appli·cation t
o the daily tasks of life, a
nd 
is in· line with advance
d educational pract.ice. 
Proper posture, outdoor rec
reation, s ystem-
atic exercise, a knowleg
ge c;,f sanitation and hygiene
 
are attributes of military
 training believed to be o
f 
educational value. 
Many graduates of the Reser
ve Officers' 
Training Corps feel that m
ilitary training develops 
confidence, coordination of
 mind and muscle, and con�· 
tributes practical trainin
g in leadership. The dis­
ciplinary exercises tea oh 
courtesy, respect for author
·-
· i ty, and the val
ue of individual effort to ma
ss aceom­
lisbment. The training co
ntributes to an interest in
 
,.,---• . e• .,-
•,�- • -�-
-• 
10. 
national affairs and to a conviction that there are 
duties· and obligations of citizens in time of peace. 
It gives an appreciation of the.importance of health, 
. . 
neat appearance, and erect carriage to  dndividual pro-
gress. It contributes an ability to speak clearly and 
coherently before a group of men. 
It is the opinion of the military group that 
actual education in the destructiveness of war is con­
ducive to a sane patriotism and an enlightened atti­
tude toward peaee. They assert that a working famili­
arity with modern military weapons·acts as a.sobering 
offset to any romantic conception of warfare. It is · 
their view that the mil\tary instructors on the whole 
show the repulsive side of war and present their mat­
erial from the standpoint af its emergency application 
rather �han ni'om the standpoint of assuming the inev­
itability of war. 
So at present we find in the country two op­
posing attitude complexes regarding militarism and mil­
itary training in the schools. Disarmament can hardly 
take place until the nation feels secure. For as long 
as nationalism in contrast to internationalism is strong, 
so long will there be .a tendency to rely upon force. On 
the other hand the tremendous cost of the Great War in 
terms of lives lost, capital destroyed, and heavy bur­
dens of debt has brought about a strong desire for peace. 
11. 
Any effort to understand international rel­
ations leads to a study of the wishe_s and attitudes 
which result in certain tendencies of nations to act 
in their relations to:· each other. Since we recognize 
the importance of attitudes in shaping world affairs 
and the .significance of t�aining on attitudes, we are 
extremely interested in,-and realize the great need for, 
deviees to determine the effect of military training 
upon the attitudes of students w�o participate. Does 
military training create and develop a "military mind 11 , 
a mind that wants bigger and better military prepared­
ness and that sees national security in terms of mili­
tary tools and of popular support of them, or does it 
create an attitude for peace and disarmament of nations? 
So far as we know, no study of the effect of 
compulsory military training on attitudes of students 
has ever been made. 1.rhe effort in this study is to 
discover the direction in which high school and college 
students' attitudes, a� far as they are concerned with 
militarism, tend to move, and to learn in an objective 
way of the strength of these attitudes. 
This test has been designed to measure the 
subject's atti_tude on'militarism as expressed by the 
acceptance or re jection of opinions on disarmament, 
conscription, compulsory mill tary training, league of 
nations, R.O.T. C., world court, military preparedness, 
war, and pacifism. 
II 
12. 
Sophomores in the University of Oregon and 
seniors in the Eugene High School were chosen as sub­
jects because they represent the 11before· and after tak-
i II ng groups. The sophomore men have completed two years 
of compulsory military training and have been imbued 
with army and navy propaganda. The seniors in high 
school have not yet become acquainted with military 
training, but have had courses in civics and secial 
problems with the emphasis on training in good citizen­
ship. 
In a sense the sophomore men have gone 
through a period of orientation, giving them an in­
creasing knowledge of a military environment, try-out 
courses in military tactics, and the army as a profes­
sion. 
This study has two major problems. The first 
· task is to determine what effect, if any, compulsory 
military training and social science courses for fresh­
men and sophomore men in the university have had upon 
their attitudes toward militarism; and whether compul­
sory military training has colored the attitudes of the 
men so much that they vary greatly from the attitudes 
of the women. · We are assuming that the attitude of the 
graduating class in the Eugene High School towal'd mili­
tarism is typical af most young people as they leave 
high sc�ool and enter the university. 
---- -··· .•. . __ ,.. -··- -- - - . ·. .. __, 
13. 
The second task is to devise a valid test 
which will measure such attitudes objectively. 
CHAPTER II 
METHODS OF THIS STUDY 
14. 
This study was undertaken as a venture in a 
field in which little has been done, but in which there 
seems to be an increasing interest. In striving to 
build up a test tor probing attitudes it was found that 
there 1s little in the literature to serve as a guide. 
The principal tests of social attitudes are Goodwin B. 
Watson's Public Opinion Tests, G. B. Neumann's inter­
national Attitudes Test, and L. L. Thurstone's series 
of Attitude Tests. Of these Goodwin B .• Watson's Public 
Opinion Test seemed to offer a technique most readily 
adaptable to the needs of the present problem. Four of 
the s1x
1
methods of Watson's Test were selected as us­
able in a·test of attitudes toward militarism on the 
part of high school and college students. 
Watson's Test endeavors to measure object­
ively fair-mindedness on religious and ecomomic mat­
ters, upon each of which it would be possible to find 
sincere and competent authorities in disagreement. 
This present study attempts to find the attitude of 
the subjects on militarism by arranging a battery of 
items on that topic, under four techniques, and pad­
ding these four divisions with fillers on other cur­
rent social issues to conceal the i�mediate purpose of 
the test. 
,�••> ·-··· p""-
15. 
Questions suitable for this test were sug­
gested by statements gathered from various sources, 
and grouped more or less naturally under certain clas­
sifications. Current periodicals which deal with con­
troversial subjects suggested the greatest abundance 
of suitable questions. 
In the seiection of the initial 11st of state­
ments for the test several criteria were applied. Some 
of them wel"e: (1) The .statements should be as brief as 
possible and yet stated clearly and simply enough for 
the comprehension of high school seniors. (2) The 
statements ahould not be ambiguous and should express 
as far as possible only one thought or idea. (3) The 
statements should be worded in the present tense so that 
the.opinion should reflect the present attitude of the 
subject rather -than his attitudes in the past. (4) The 
statements should be such that acceptance or ·rejection 
of them indicates the reader's opinion about the issue. 
As far as possible the eond1t1ons that pre­
vent a subject telling the truth, or consciously hid­
ing his true attitude, were minimized. The students 
in taking the test were not asked to give their names. 
This method was used in the hope that they would be 
honest and more outspoken in giving their opinion. 
However, as a point of interest for further 
study, each subject was asked to indicate his sex on 
the test paper by the use of the letters M or F, or 
16. 
boy or girl. Several, even though cautioned repeated­
ly, failed to do so. That is the· reason that on some 
of the charts different numbers of s tudents have been 
used in the check-up of scores. 
In the beginning a preliminary form was 
' drafted and given to five students in the graduating 
class at the University High School to test for an un­
derstanding of the statements and to determine the 
length of time required to t·ake the test. After the 
administering of the test·, a careful check-up, and 
talks with some of the students who took the tes.ts, 
we found several words or phrases had been used that 
they did not understand. Three of the five s tudents 
finished the test in less than iwenty minutes and all 
in less than thirty, so more items were added to each 
division. It was thought wise to have the tests re­
quire about forty-five minutes for the average student, 
because, other things being equal, a large number of 
items will yield a higher reliability than will a small 
number of items, and forty-five minutes is- not long 
enough to tire most students. 
After s impler words and phrases had been sub-
stituted for the ones not clearly understood, and the 
entire test lengthened, the test was given again to 
five more students of' the same class. The results this 
time were quite satisfactory as far as an understanding 
of the quest ions> and�· ,tp.e t'.im_e_ :-)elementJ w�re>con·c!!}r;p_ed • 
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18. 
In each case, the su� ject is given the op­
portunity, by checking on a scale, to say that each 
statement is: 
(2) -- so true that no one with a fair understand­
ing o:f the subject oould sincerely and hon­
estly believe it false. 
( 1 ) -- prob·a'bly true, or true in large degree. 
( 0 )  -- uncertain, or doubtful. 
(-1)-:--probably false, or false in large degree. 
( -2)--so false that no one with a fair understand-
ing of·the subject could sincerely and hon­
estly believe it true. 
"The emphatic portions of the first and last 
- . 
positions are underlined in the directions, so that 
people will be more certain to notice the extreme char­
acter of the statement. Both this t est and the Divi­
sion I test force many thoughtful_ individuals into a 
dilemma, neither horm of which is wholly satisfactory. 
For some reason they wish to cross a given word out, 
for other reasons they would prefer not to. · They can­
not compromise here. Likewise in the Division II test,. 
they dislike to admit that the statement is only prob­
ably true or false �  but they hesitate to go the .full 
lenth of the extreme position. The theory of the test 
is that in such an uncomfortable situation� the ehoice 
is more than ordinarily significant. nio. 
lO. Watson, Goodwin B. The Measurement of Fair-Minded­
ness. p. 9, Teachers College, Colum15'ia11iiiversity . 
New York. 1925. 
19. 
Division III, the Arguments Test, is based 
upon the tendency of an individual to feel that all the 
arguments upon his side of the case are strong, while 
those on the opposite side are weak, irrelevant, or 
easily refuted. Upon each of the eleven issues were 
gathered the principal arguments used.by persons sup­
porting each side of- the question. Some were presumed 
to be weak while others seemed to the · author to be 
strong. The arguments were su bmitted ��. a group of 
five men, chosen because of their supposed ability to 
rate current social arguments fairly. They inclu4e(l 
two prot'essors of law� one professor of history, one 
professor of education, and one professor of economics. 
Extraordinary: dit'fioulty was found in getting any un­
animity. 
No argument was finally retained in the test 
<> 
upon which there were less than two-thirds of the 
judges in agreement, and in many cases there , was a 
three-fourths agreement. 
Division IV, the Generalization Test, con­
tains a number of g�neralizations about people and 
- social issues. Each of these generalizations is true 
in a few instances but not _ in all cases. The subject 
is given a chance to say that the statements are true 
of i'All, Most, Many, Few, or No "- -cases of the group. 
THE TEST ITSELF 
C·ROSS OUT TEST 
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DIRECTIONS : Read through the words listed below. Con­
sider each one quickl7. If it suggest more that is dis­
agreeable than that is agreeable, cross 1 t joUt. You may 
c»,oss out ma117 or few words. Work as rapidly as you ean, 
but be sure you cross out every_ word which is more an­
noying than pleasing, more antagonizing than appealing, 
more distasteful than attractive. 
1. 
2. 
,3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7 �  
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
Disarmament 
Imperialistic 
Militarism 
Negro 
Enforcement 
Conscription (in war time) 
Prohibition 
Compulsory Military Train­
ing 
Social Welfare 
League of Nations 
Christianity 
R. O. T. C. 
13. 
14. 
15 � 
16. 
17 ; 
18 � 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
DEGREE OF TRUTH TEST 
Chinese 
Socialistic 
Exploitation 
Military prepared­
ness 
Community interests 
World Court 
Filipino 
War 
Philanthropy 
Pacifist . 
Japanese 
Foreign Aggression 
DIRECTIONS : No one knows just what the American people 
are · thinking. There 1s need to find out just what con­
victions are most firmly held on some disputed issues. 
Indicate your opinion about each of the statements on 
the following pages by drawing a circle around the one 
of the numbers in the margin which expresses your judg­
ment. The meaning of each number is as  follows : 
Mark : 
+2 +l 
+2 
+l 
+1 
0 -1 
0 .;.1 
0 -1 
0 -1 
-2 
-2 
-2 
-2 
If you feel the statement is utter­
ly .unqualifiedly true, so that no 
one who had a fa�rl goi: underit:an­d1a\� tlie SU ec cou sincerely 
an onestl'y · e eve it false. · . 
tr9you reel that it isprobably true 
or true in large degree. _ . If you feel that it · is quite undeclJ­
ded, an:e: open question, or one upon 
which you are not ready to express 
an opinion. 
If you feel that it is probably 
false or false in large degree. 
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Mark : 
♦2 +l O -1 -2 If you feel that the statement is 
utterly i..,,and. unqualifiedly false, 
so that no one who had a fairly gdod underitaooing of the suoject coul . 
sincerely !!!£ nonestly believe h �-
Work rapidly, but d9 not fail to circle one figure in 
each line. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
,. 
5. 
6 .  
?. 
8 .  
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
"'2 +l O -1 
+2 •l O -1 
+2 +1 0 -1 
+2 +l O •l 
.2 +1 0 -1 
+2 +1 0 -1 
+2 +1 0 -1 
+2 +1 0 -1 
+2 +l O -1 
•2 +1 0 -1 
+2 ♦l O -1 
+2 +1 0 -1 
+2 ... 1 0 -1 
•2 +l O -1 
-2 The Filipinos are capable of gov­
erning themselves. 
-2 Prohibi tiorr, in the experience 
of the u .  s . , has been a failure. 
-2 Devotion to the welfare of others 
is a waste of energy. 
-2 If war is necessary to maintain 
nationar interests, every indi­
vidual opinion must yield. 
-2 . Society owes every man a 'chance 
to make good. 
- , 
-2 Negroes should not be allowed to 
mingle with whites is any way. 
-2 C:iv11 and national dif'ferences 
can be settled without war. · · 
-2 Anarchy would rule the Philip­
pines if the U.S. Government and 
the American soldiers were to leave 
the islands. 
-2 Time and attention should be given 
to public welfare only so long 
as · by so doing the individual pro­
tects his awn business interests. 
-2 A vigorous enforcement of the 
prohibition of liquor would in­
crease sobriety. 
-2 If holding a given position in­
volved hurting my f'riends t hen 
I would let the position go. 
-2 Young people ambitious for an 
education whould riot be forced 
to acoept military training as 
a part of the price for that ed­
ucation. · ·  
-2 Living my own life as I wish is 
more important than considering 
the wishes and feelings of my pa­
rents. 
-2 Every individual should be so 
educated that doing things for 
others becomes a part of his na­
ture. 
15. �2 +l O -1 
16 . +2 ++ 0 -1 
17. +2 +l O -1 
18. +2 +l O -1 
19 . +2 •l O -1 
20. +2 +l O -1 
21. +2 +l O -1 
22. +2 +1 0 -1 
\ 
\ 
24. +2 +l O -1 
25. +2 +1 . 0 -1 
26. +2 •l O •l 
27. +2 •l O -1 
28. +2 +l O -1 
29 . +2 +l O -l 
· 30. +2 �l O .  -1 
31 . +2 �1 0 -1 
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-2 The greater proportion of crime 
in the u . s .  can be blamed on for­
eigners. · 
-2 .  To resist conscription is an evi­
dence of good citizenship. 
-2. · One ought not to do anything for 
anyone unless one knows that the 
· individu:al will appreciate the · aet. 
-2 The furthering of the brotherhood 
of man is worthy of earnest sup­
port. 
-2 It is well to do good in the world 
even though it would interrere 
with doing what one wants to do. 
-2 War is essential to progress. 
�2 An individual should devote some 
time and thought to the welfare 
, of the community in which he lives 
· even though he does not make so 
much as he might otherwise do. 
-2 As long as nations maintain ade­
quate armaments they are .able 
to resist outside attacks and 
11 ve in .security and peace • . · 
-2 It is the duty of everyone ton aid 
in ridding the world of poverty 
and disease. 
-2 , Military training should be com­
pulsory in our public high schools 
and colleges. 
-2 An individual should not be cri­
ticized for dropping old friends 
if they interfere with his finan­
cial success. 
-2 It is well enough to do good in 
the world but doing good should 
not interfere with one 's  doing 
what he most wants to do. 
-2 All nations should disarm immed­
iately. 
-2 If my getting ahead in life means 
getting ahead at the expense of 
some other person, well, it is 
just his hard luck and cannot be 
helped. 
-2 The way one lives his own life 
should be modified by consider­
ation of the desires and feelings 
of one's parents. 
-2 .An individual should subordinate 
his own ambitions to the greater 
good of' society. 
-2 If my getting ahead in life means 
getting ahead at the expense of 
some other person, I will forego 
advancement. 
ARGUMENTS TEST 
DIRECTIONS : In deciding important ques� ions it is nec­
essary to distinguish between strong, important arguments 
and weak , unimportant ones. In the following pages you 
will find some arguments which might be advanced in cer­
tain current issues. 
Read each, and then decide whether you would call it 
strong or weak. If you feel that it is a strong, impor­
tant argument, well worth considering, draw a line under 
the word · strong. It makes no difference whether it is 
on the side of the question with which you agree or not. 
Wherever the argument is weak, and unimportant, draw a 
line under the work Weak. 
Be sure you mark every argument as comparatively Strong 
or comparatively Weak. 
Example : Question: Is it desirable for a young man to 
go to college? 
Strong Weak College will increase his earning power to 
more than enough to compensate for the years 
he _misses · out of the business world. 
Strong Weak Jf he goes to college he can learn the 
school yells. 
Strong Weak Some college men are stuck-up. 
Strons WeiK There are many vocations which are better 
prepared for in other ways than by the more 
or less artificial life of the modern col-
1. 1;ege. 
\ r I;. 
\ � . \· 
Question I. Ciyil and national differences can be set­
tled without war • ; 
Affirmative 
1. Strong 
2. Strong 
3. Strong 
_ ,  
ar\gument s • 
Weak llf all the natioris of the world al�lied l the principle ''by all and for all _,, 
- -the El(!'mies and navies would be abol­
ishe� in favor of police forces. 
Weak People who favor disarmament are more 
feresighted than those who strengly 
favor armament. 
Weak Constructive ·adherence in times of peace 
to attitudes, 11mind-setsM:, and behavior 
patterns, which insure personal, nation­
al, and racial friendships will prevent 
war. 
Negative arguments _ 
4. Strong Weak The War Department believes that war is 
the only way to settle grave national 
disputes. 
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5. Strong Weak So long as many nations are con­
trolled by military parties, war 
will be the means of settling inter­
national disputes. 
6. Strong Weak International confidence must be 
builded upon fear of the use of force. 
Question II. Should the U.S. officially grant independ­
ence to the Philippines?  
Affirmative 
1 �  Strong 
2. Strong 
3. Strong 
arguments 
Weak The aspiration of the Filipinos for 
independence is genuine and legitimate. 
Weak The Filipinos are capable of govern­
ing themselves. 
Weak The benefits likely to accrue to the 
Philippines under the control of the 
U.S. have largely been obtained. 
Negative arguments 
i. Strong Weak Anarchy would -rule the Philippines 
if the American soldiers were to 
leave the - islands. 
5. Strong Weak The Philippines should be proud to 
be an American colony . 
6. Strong Weak The u .s .  is not exploiting the Phil­
ippines. 
Question III. Military training should be compulsory 
in our public high schools and colleges. 
Affirmative arguments 
1. Strong Weak Military training will teach American 
. boys to appreciate the significance 
of discipline and obedience. 
2. Strong Weak Military training supplements the 
work of the other departments· in 
training-in patriotism, citizenship, 
courtesy, and leadership. 
3. Strong Weak All who receive educat ion at public 
expense owe 1 t to their country to 
render efficient defense. 
:Negative - arguments 
t·• · Strong Weak Military training tends to make men 
think of war as the only defense a­
gainst war. 
5. Strong Weak The atmosphere of military training 
is not the atmo-sphere for the finest, 
the most thoughtful work along any 
line requiring independent thinking. 
6. Strong Weak The war department does not care to 
waste time and money on any but the 
physically fit. 
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Question IV. Is the Negro entitled to the same pri:v1-
leges as the white man? 
Affirmative 
1. Strong 
2. Strong 
3. Strong 
arguments 
Weak Christianity is interested in the 
abolition of · raee inequality. 
Weak Lincoln stood for the rights of the 
Negro. 
Weak Give the Negro a high position in 
society and he will show himself e­
qual to it. 
Negative arguments 
4. Strong Weak The Negro is a necessary evil. 
5. Strong Weak Negroes are rather inferior mentally. 
6. Strong Weak Negroes should stay in their place. 
Question v. Will the maintenance of adequate arma­
ments enable nations to resist outside attabks and live 
in security and peace? 
·· 
Affirmative arguments 
1. Strong · Weak While the rest of the world is armed 
and under control of military parties, 
inadequate armaments would be fool-
hardy. 
2. Strong Weak There is no substitute for force in 
international relations. 
3. Strong Weak The American Legion believes that an 
adequate army and navy is the form 
of insurance with which to prevent 
another war., 
Negative Arguments 
4. Strong Weak As the world stands today, the most 
5. Strong Weak 
6 •· Strong Weak 
heavily armed nation is the most in­
secure. 
Time and a decent sense of fair deal­
ing and the public opinion of the 
world may far more reasonably and con­
fidently be invoked to bring about 
any necessary adjustments in internat­
ional· problems. 
When we get rid of armaments we get 
ria of all that.· follows in their train 
--war, distrust, insecurity. 
Question VI. The Church has a most important influ­
ence in the development of moral habits and attitudes. 
Affirmative arguments 
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1. Strong Weak The Church furnishes the stimulus 
for the best leadership of our coun­
try. 
2. Strong Weak The Church practices the Golden Rule 
fairly well. 
:3. Strong Weak The Church is the most important in­
stitution in the world outside the 
home. 
Negative arguments 
4. Strong Weak Its ini'luence is on the decline. 
5. Strong Weak The Church is afraid to follow the 
logic of truth. 
6. Strong Weak The Church depends for its influence 
on fear of God and hell. 
Question VII. Is war essential to progress? 
Affirmative 
1 �  Strong 
2. Strong 
3. Strong 
arguments 
Weak Wars often right tremendous wrongs. 
Weak Wars have led to the dis covery and 
exchange of new ideas. 
Weak The abolition of war might result, 
through the loss of fighting energy, 
in the fall of civilization. 
Negative arguments 
4. Strong Weak We cannot have war without moral de­
gradation. 
5. Strong Weak War co-operates with the destructive 
forces for the overthrow of national 
ideals and institutions. 
6. Strong Weak Incendiarism, mutilation, murder, as 
a means of avenging a quarrel be­
tween individuals or groups of indi­
viduals, are regarded as crimes by 
civilized nations. War between nations 
a s  a means of settling disputes 1s a 
crime against civilization and is hin­
dering progress. 
Question VIII. Has prohibition been a failure in the 
U. S. ? 
Affirmative 
1. Strong 
2 • . Strong 
3. Strong 
arguments 
Weak The increase of our prison population 
is conclusive proof of the failure of 
prohibition. 
Weak Prohibition destroys the charter of 
our liberties--the framework of our 
government. 
Weak The dry laws are incompatible with 
the s pirit of our government ; there­
fore citizens should not respect them. 
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Negative arguments 
4.  Strong Weak Prohibition has made s uch inroads in 
the "liquor cure n business that in 
place of 300 Keeley institute branches 
and 300 large competing institutions 
there 1s now only the parent institute 
at Dwight with a dozen brances, most 
of them very small ; some with no · "pa­
tients " at all. 
5. Strong Weak · Under prohibition temptation and de­
bau chery no longer meet one at·every 
corner. 
·· 
6. Strong Weak Prohibition of alchohol as a part of 
the Constitution is the greatest moral 
· gesture yet ·made in the history of man. 
Question IX. Young people ambitious for an education 
should not be forced to accept military training as 
part of the price for that education. 
Affirmative arguments 
1 .  Strong Weak Educators are practically unanimous 
in asserting that military exercises 
are not the best method of develop­
ing personal character and training 
2 .  Strong 
3. Strong 
pupils physically . 
Weak Educators who know their business can 
teach more about citizenship and cour­
tesy than an army sergeant. 
Weak Intellectual leaders should not be 
trained for a type of patrioiic ser­
vice in which they are practically 
certain to be sacrificed as cannon 
fodder.  · · 
Negative arguments 
4 .  Stro�g Weak Students enrolling for the R .  o .  T. c .  
receive uniforms, 30¢' a day, over­
coats "suitable for ei vilian wear 11 , 
and s chool credit. 
5. Strong Weak Military training in schools de­
creases materially the personnel of 
the standing army. 
6 .  Strong Weak Military drill furnishes Reserve of-
ficers for the Government. 
Question x. An individual has enough trouble loQking 
out for himself without having to look out for others, 
too. 
Affirmative 
1. Strong 
2. Strong 
3. Strong 
arguments. 
Weak Energy devoted to the welfare of 
others is wasted. 
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Weak An individual should consider his per­
sonal advancement before doing things 
for others. 
Weak The things most worthwhile are the 
giving and doing for others • 
. Negative arguments. .. . . . . 
1. Strong Weak The most satisfying 1i1fe',jwould be one 
lived entirely for others. 
2. Strong Weak One does not get much out of life by 
living for himself alone. 
3.  · Strong Weak The things most worthwhile are the 
giving and doing for others. 
Question XI. People should not be granted citizenship 
in the u. s. if they are unwilling to promise to fight 
for the u .  s. in case of war. 
A1'firmat1ve 
1. Strong 
2. Strong 
3. Strong 
arguments •. 
Weak When war is declared, loyalty to our 
country demands that we must enlist. 
Weak During a war, a country needs the aid 
of every citizen. 
Weak If one loves the u .  s.  and would serve 
it faithfully, he should be willing 
to take up arms in defense of the u .s.  
Negative arguments. 
4. Strong Weak · This is tyranny in its worst form. 
5. Strong Weak One way to end all war is to refuse 
to do �ilitary service in time of war. 
6 • .  Strong Weak If one is against war, he must encour­
age his government ta resis it to the 
uttermost. 
GENERALIZATION TEST 
D'irections: · In a democracy it is always important to 
know what the people are thin�ing, and how generally 
they believe certain statements to be . true. 
In the following pages you will find some statements 
commonly made, but in fr.ont of each a work is omitted. 
Before each line there are five words, any of which 
might fit in the blank. Draw a circle around the one 
which best expresses your own cenviction. Be sure you 
do not omit any statement. 
Example: @ Most Many Few No --- men are mortal. 
1. All Most Many Few No -- individuals consider their • 
2 .  
4 .  
5. 
6 .  
7. 
a .  
9. 
10. 
11 . 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
All Most Many Few No 
All Most Many Few No 
All Most Many Few No 
All Most Many Few No 
All Most Many Few No 
All Most Many Few No 
All Most . Many Few No 
All Most Many Few �o 
Alm• Most Many Few No 
All Most Many Few No 
All Most Many Few No 
All Most Many Few No 
All Most Ma�y Few No 
All Most ME!.ny Few No 
All Most Many Few No 
All Most Many Few No 
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personal advancement before 
doing things for others. 
--crimes in u .  S. oan 1:be 
blamed on foreigners. 
There are --- Negroes with 
whom I would esteem it a priv­
ilege to travel. 
-- things most worth while 
are the giving and doing for 
f':riends. 
-- of the best known colleges 
in the land favor compulsory 
military training. 
· �- lives to-day are governe4. 
by the desire for the happi­
ness of others. 
-- Christians condone, coun­
sel, or command the use of 
force to defend justice, right­
eousness and truth, and to de­
feat the purposes of wickednes s  
and evil. 
-- wars between civilized na­
tions which the world has fQaght 
have done more harm than good. 
-- people believe that t�e 
Church is losing ground as ed­
u cation advances. 
-- Military leaders minimize 
the efficacy of international 
agencies of justice. 
-- people let devotion to a 
career interfere with doing 
something for .the welfare of 
their parents. 
· · 
-� military leaders over-es­
timate the degree or security 
afforded by armaments. 
-- -people consider it their 
duty to aid im.Tidding the 
world of poverty and disease. 
-- Negroes should be kept in 
their place. 
-- good oitizens would refuse 
the call to arms • .  
-- - Filipinos really want inde­
pendence. 
-- of the nation's finest men 
are maimed and killed by war, 
leaving the physically unfit 
as a basis for coming genera­
tions. 
18. All Most Many Few No 
19. All Most Many Few No 
20. All Most Many Few No 
21. All Most Many Few No 
22. All Most Many Few No 
23. All Most Many Few No 
21·. All Most Many Few No 
�.,(.· 
25. All Most Many Few No 
26. All Most Many Few No 
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-- friends annoy me by al­
ways forc'ing me to change my 
plans. 
-- educators believe that the 
physieal benefits of military 
training are over-rated. 
-- individuals will forget 
most of their own troubles 
while trying to help others. 
-- wars which the world has 
fought have done more harm 
than good. 
-- people do things for others 
principally because they think 
of t he appreciation they will 
get. 
· · 
-- schools and colleges are 
rapidly becoming militarizes 
by the R. O. T. C. 
-- people contend that the 
Church is the greatest agency 
for the uplift of the world. 
-- campaigns for armed pre­
paredness tend to inculcate 
the idea. that war is inevit­
able. 
-- military campaigns for 
armed preparedness create sus­
picion and fear even between 
nations that are bound to­
gether by ancient bonds of 
good will and cooperation. 
31. 
CHAPTER lII 
THE SCORING OF THE TESTS 
A method of scoring has been used whieh will 
find the general attitude within the individual or  
group. A linear scale or yardstick is implied along 
which students can be allocated according to the opin­
ions they 1ndorse. A "more or less" judgment is im­
plied, about the same as a 1'man-to-man II scale of inter- · 
est degrees in an occupation or business. We commonly 
speak of people by saying that one of them is more pac­
ifistic, more militaristic, leas religious than some 
other person • . And so in this study a ranking order has 
been used-- each person is judged as 11more or less " mil­
itaristic or pacifistic than another. 
In obtaining the gross score a simple "weight­
ed " scmre method has been used for convenience in re­
carding scores and attitudes, and for the purpose of 
avoiding negative and positive scores. The weightings 
were arbitrarily assigned with the anti-militaristic 
attitude at one extreme of the scale and the militar­
istic at the other. Contrary to most test scores these 
in the present instance do not represent good or bad 
performances. No right is here assumed to assert that 
a person who believes sincerely that disarmament is the 
best policy for nations is a better person than one who 
has the opposite belief. Nor can it be assumed that 
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one person scores ''higher" than another. It is a mat­
ter of no significance which end is chosen for the high 
numerical scores. The object of t he construction of 
the test is to produce a tool, as objective as possible, 
by which to measure attitudes. 
The sum of the scale-values of all the opin­
. . ions which a subject indorses we call his score. 
In brief, the scoring method is: 
D�vision I: One point for each word, numbers 1, 3, 6, 8, 
10� 12, 16, 18, 20, 22, marked to indicate an anti-militarr 
istio attitude. Only the items mentioned are seored, 
because they deal with military su bjects and the other 
words are fillers. 
Division II : Three points for 2, 1, 2, or -1 against 
militarism, two points for O, and one point for 2, 1, 
2, 1 for militarism. Only items 4, 7, 12, 16, 20, 22, 24� 27 
dealing with military subjects were scored. 
Division III: Three points for anti-militaristic at­
titude, two points for neutral viewpoint, and one point 
for militaristic attitude as discovered by the differ­
ence between.the number of weak arguments marked strong 
and the number of strong arguments. marked weak. Only 
questions 1, 3, 6,_ 7, 9, 11 dealing with military sub­
jects were scored. 
Dlv1s1on IV : Three points for making the "All, Most, 
Few, No" generalizations ·against militarism, two points 
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for the "Many u generalizationjl and one point f'or the 
"All, Most, Few, er No " generalizations .for militarism. 
Only items 5, 7� 8, 10� 12, 15, 17, 19, 21, 23, 25, 26, 
dealing with military subjects were s cored . 
This yie.lds a total o.f eighty-eight possible 
points for the thirty-six items dealing with militarism. 
Thus a middle s core would indicate a neutral minded per­
son or one without extreme attitudes on this particular 
social issue, · a high score would indicate an anti-mil­
itaristie attitude, and a low score a militaristic at­
titude. 
A few subjects were careless or indifferent 
,· 
in taking the test and those papers were eliminated in 
the scori.ng. As a criterion for eliminating individual 
paper.�r,__ it ' was decided that any subject who failed to 
·�. ,:.-
complete the major portion of three divisions of the 
· test was exe'iluded. In the entire g roup o:f 370 sub­
jects who participated only seven were eliminated .from 
the final tabulations-- five from the high school group 
and two from the university group. 
CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS OF THE TEST 
People's attitudes are subject to change 
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and cannot ih any sense be said to be enduring or con­
stant. Attitudes are dependent upon many and varied 
tactore--friendships, interests, health, prestige-, and 
so on. A feeling at one moment toward any one of these 
factors may influence and dominate the attitudes, and 
an hour later this feeling may be reversed. A conver­
sation with an acquaintance ,  or the reading of an envig­
orating article may .very often change the attitudes of 
people. Because attitudes may be so  variable from day 
to day the results of reliability tests in attitude 
measurement cannot be taken for granted as in memory 
tests. If two forms of an attitude test were given 
several weeks apart we .could not e�pect subjects to 
indorse the same opinions with the same emphasis each 
time. 
Nevertheless; the present study has a fair-
ly high degree of reliability, which indicates that 
the test is a consistent measure of certain aspects of 
attitude. The coefficient of reliability, using the 
Spearman-Brown formula and the nodd and even " (one half 
the items of each division against the other half) me­
thod of splitting the test, for 181 seniors in high 
school, is 0. 80 ! .021 with a standard deviation of 7 . 88. 
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For 182 sophomores in the University it is o. eot .021 
wit h a standard deviation of 8. 91. It is to be ex­
pected that the correlation between one administration 
of the test and another administration under the same 
circumstances might reasonably be o . so.  
In thlt's test of  social attitudes opinions 
have been used as syrpbols of attitude--as a means of 
measuring attitude. · This study has four divisions and 
the subjects scored are repeated in each division, so 
that each person taking the test has an opportunity to 
express his opinion upon each subje�t four t imes. The 
validity of this study rests on the assumption that if 
a person in four different places in four different 
ways expresses the s.ame opinion on a certain social -is­
sue by  the acceptance or rejection of opinions that 
that is his attitude. For example, the twentieth item 
_ in Division I of this test is "war n. If "war" is dis­
tasteful or a�noying, the subject crosses it out ; if 
not, he leaves it unmarked. In Division II, Item 20, 
"War is essential to progress 11 , the subject marks the 
item according to whether he feels the statement is 
true, probably true, an open question, probably false, 
or false. In Division III, Item I, "Civil and national 
differences can be settled without war", the subject 
shows an attitude by marking the affirmative and nega­
tive arguments as strong or weak. If he changes strong 
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arguments to weak and weak to strong he indicates an 
attitude. In Division III, Item a , the subject has_ an 
opportunity to say "All wars, most wars, many wars, few 
wars, or no wars betwe.en civilized nations which the 
world has fought have done more harm than good. " 
In the four divisions, in four different ap­
proaches to 11war 11 , a student expresses an opinion on 
the subject of 0war". If a student has a pre judice for 
or against war,.he will surely indorse these statements 
in such a way that his attitude is evident. 
Neither Thurstone nor Watson have such con­
firmation in their tests as can be indicated by the cor­
relation of the four parts of this study. 
In tabulating the results of the test we have 
formulated there were-four pairs of groups to be select­
ed and the significant differences noted : (1) high 
school boys and girls ; (2 ) sophomore men and women; (3 ) 
high school total and sophomore total
°
; ( 4 )  men total 
of both groups and women total of both groups. Table 
I on the next page gives the mean, sigma, variation, 
and R. of each group. 
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TABLE I 
S�owing the Variations Between Selected Pairs of Groups 
GROUPS N 
Men Total 1 10 
Women Total ;/4-
Sophomore Men 107.. 
Sophomore Women t, S-
High School Boys ra 
High School Girls 4-j 
Sophomore Total /g'J?, 
High _ School Total di 
Sophomore Men ;07 
Rish School Bozs tf.3 
MEANS SIGMA VARIABILITY R. 
63. 13 8 . 93 14 . 14 ·_ 1, .3� 
64. 42 '7 . 88 12. 23 
63. 73 9. 62 15. 09 . ,  ·42 .' -'- . . 
64 . 36 .7 . 58 11 . 77 
62 . 36 7 . 90 12. 68 t.4¥- ' 
64 . 48 f
f
. 27 12. 82 
64 . 04 8. 91 13. 91 �? - �!' '" 
63. 53 '7 . 88 12. 40 
63. 73 9. 62 15. 09 1 .?>1 , 
62 . 36 7 . 90 12. 68 
In Table . I, R represents the' real signifi­
cance of the difference� between the four selected 
pairs of groups. As shown by R. the difference between 
them is not without significance. Since R. must be 
three or more to be of · 11undoubted significance", those 
found for these groups are fairly high. The R. 's  for 
all men and women, for the high school boys and girls� 
and for sophomore men and high school boys, being the 
largest, _ show very marked exceptional significance of 
the difference existing between these groups. This 
means that the conditioning processes and experiences 
which have influenced these students have been widely 
different, but just what they are ealls for future 
study. These forces may be found in our own social 
-- · - ---- �-- -�- ---· 
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structure or in the formal organized school or in both. 
Table I, also, gives the central tendency, 
or mean attitude, for the fre_quency of distribution of 
attitudes for each of the ight groups. Because · a sim­
ilar base line has been used, the differences between 
the means of these dist.ributions may be directly com­
pared. In every case where the sexes are paired the 
women have a mean score from one to two points higher 
than the men, indicating that on the whole women are 
slightly more favorable to pacificism than the men. 
The sophomore total is almost a potnt higher than the 
high school total • . The greatest difference between 
mean scores seems tc, · be 1':e.tween the high school boys 
and girls, nearly a two point difference, with the 
girls' score indicating a higher degree of ·pacifis!h!� 
In Table II the actual frequency distributions of 
scores are summarized and in Figures r;·1r ,  III , IV the 
frequency distributions are shown graphically for all 
the groups. The mean score for each group is . indicated 
by a small arrow on the base line. All these distri­
butions have been reduced to the s ame area by express­
ing each class frequency as a proportion of the entire 
group. 
Inspection of these attitude variables in 
Figures I-LV shows irmnediately the wide range of at-
titude toward militarism in all these groups. The 
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heterogeneity (scatter or s pread ) of a group is indi­
cated best by the standard deviation (Table I )  of the 
scores of all the opinions that have been indorsed by 
the group as a whole. The university sophomore men have 
the greatest variability in attitude of the eight groups 
with. a standard deviation of 9. 62, while the sophomore 
women have the smallest s catter of all , 7.58. 
TABLE II 
Distribution of Attitude in Several Groups 
Seale of H. s .  · Univ. 
Scores Senior So h!s 
Soph. Men Women 
Women Total Total 
2. 38-41 1 1 2 1 0 0 1 1 2 2 0 0 ;�)3 2 0 0 
3. 42-45 3 2 0 0 1 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 1 
4. 46-49 4 2 8 4 0 0 3 4 6 5 2 3 9 5 2 2 
5. 50-53 9 5 7 4 2 4 5 6 5 4 2 3 10 5 4 3 
6 .  54-57 21 11 20 11 4 8 11 13 9 8 8 12 20 10 12 10 
7. 33-61 33 18 36 20 9 18 15 18 20 19 14 21 35 18 23 20 
e .  62-65 40 22 32 17 9 18 18 22 15 1. 16 25 33 17 25 22 
9. 66-69 31 17 30 16 11 22 17 20 20 19 9 14 37 19 20 17 
10. 70-73 25 14 21 11  8 16 6 7 16 15 5 8 22 · 11 13 11 
11. 74-77 8 4 13 7 2 4 3 4 6 5 5 8 9 5 7 6 
12. 78-81 5 3 9 5 2 4 2 2 4 4 4 6 6 3 6 5 
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As indicated by the results as a whole the 
. . 
tests do not show any great s ignificant dif'ference be-
tween the attitude toward militarism of the high school 
seniors and the university sophomores. This fails to 
corroborate the claim that training does affect atti-
.tudes and that compulsory military training would build 
up a military mind. 
We can mention a few .factors that may have 
entered into the situation to cause the sophomore men 
to register as a group an anti-militaristic attitude. 
When the tests were given to the sophomore groups, sev­
eral students mentioned that they had taken the tests 
before. We replied that they could not have taken this 
test, but probably had taken one us�ng similar instruc­
tions and ways of indorsing opinion. If the �atter were 
true and if the instructions were explained later, many 
of these students might have been called 11test wise ". 
If they· were 11test wise " they would have known how to 
mark indorsements s o  as not to indicate an extreme at­
titude. 
Also, numb�rs of the men in the university . 
groups realized after going part way through the . tests 
that they were a measurement of fe�ling toward militar­
ism. They told me after the administration of the tests 
that they had discovered this. Many of these students 
may have been eager to uphold the boasts of the military 
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instructors that their motives are pacifis tic� and so 
were very carefu l in giving indorsernent complimentary 
to the military department. 
Table III gives a summary -sf the percentage 
of indorsements for each militaristic item of the test. 
From this summarization we can draw a, few interesting 
bits of information. We note from items 10 and -15 in 
Division I that the students as a whole feel t hat na­
tions should join in international �fforts to bring a­
bout world harmony and at the same time there is a strong: 
feeling in favor 6f diiarmament (item l, Division I) 
but not that nations should disarm immediately (item �7, 
Division II ).  In items 6 and 16, Division I the �tu­
dente indorse generally the opinion that we should al-
ways be adequately prepared for an unexpected attack. 
Further, item 15, Division IV, the highest type of pa­
triotism calls for a willingness to  fight for our coun­
try, whether it is -ri.ght or wrong. Although there is 
a general tendency to favor military preparedness the 
students do not make it an end in ttself', but hold i­
deals for the future of international disarmament. In 
general·, items 8 and 12, Division I, their tendency is 
to disapprove of compulsory military training and to 
approve of the R.O.T.C. in schools. Even though on 
some items the students do hold extreme views, in gen­
eral they are as a group quite conservative. 
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There are many problems su ggested by this 
project for extending the s tudy. Several different ex­
periments in scoring the responses might be tried to ad­
vantage to see whether a different weighting system might 
change the relation of university sophomores to high 
school seniers. 
During the course of this s tudy a change in 
scoring values ,ati tried bgt not carried to completion. 
The score values were: 
extreme militaristic answers 5 
mode�ate �111tar1st1� answers 2 
neutral position 0 
moderate pacifistic answers -2 
extreme pacifisti c answers -5 
Using twenty-five cases among the university sophomores , 
the r esults did not s eem to show any essential , change 
of interpretation , so the experiment was not completed. 
A very long but very valuable s tudy would 
be to give a test s imilar to this  one to juniors in 
high s chool, keeping a personal data s heet for each stu­
dent, and then to give the test again to the same stu• · 
dents in their s enior year of high school, freshman, 
and s ophomore years in college, to watch · the changes 
made in attitudes and to  note the influence of certain 
courses upon �he attitudes of the s tudents participat� 
ing. 
. ••---...-,..._,....-. .,-�~- - -- __ ...,.-�---
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TABLE III 
Showing the percentage of indorsement for each item of 
the test and for each degree. 
A . , : 
B.  : 
c . = 
D� : 
E. : 
F. : 
Sophomores in the University 
High School Seniors 
High School Senior Men 
High School Senior Women 
Sophomore Men 
Sophomore Women 
biv±sioN I 
GROUP % ·crossed 
eut 
A. Disarmament 10 • .  9 
B. I I  13. 4 
c. . If  16 
D .  II 8 
E. II  14 
F .  II 6 
A. Militarism , *66 
B. II *63 
c .  II *67 . 
D. II *69 
E. II *69 
F. tt *58 
A�  Conscription *40 . 2  
B. II *43 
c. I I  *41 
D .  II *47 
E. I I  *42 
F. II  *34 
A .  Compulsory Mil. T. *64 
B. n *69.7  
c.  II *80 
D .  II *67 
E. II  *65 
F. II *69 
A �  League of Nations 5 
B. II  5 
c .  II 8 
D If 2 • 
E •
. . II 9 
F. II 0 
* = Anti-militar­
istic Opinion. 
% not cross­
. ed out 
*89 
*86. 5 
*84 
*92 
*86 . 
*94 
34 
37 
33 
31 
31 
42 
59. 8 
57 
59 
53 
58 
66 . 
· 36 
30 . 3  
20 
33 
35 
31 
*95 
*95 
*92 
*98 
· *91 
*100 
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I>IVISioN I {cont. } 
GROUP ITEM % crossed % not cross-
out ed out 
A �  R. O.T.C. *37 63 
B. II *24 76 
c .  rt *28 72 
D ,  II *16 84 
E. II *44 56 
F. ii *26 74 
A. Mil� Preparedness *37 63 
B. II -:.-44 56 
c .  If *45 55 
D. II *55 45 
E. II *35 . 65 
F. It *.40 60 
-
A. World Court 5 *95 
B. II 5 *95 
c .  II 5 *95 
D. i, 8 *92 
E. II · 7  *93 -
F. II 0 *100 
A • .  ·- War *67 33 
B. II *84 16 
c .  II  *76 24 
D. II *92 8 
E. II *63 37 
F. II *68 32 
A. Pacifist 22 *'78 
B. ti 27 *,73 . . c . ·.· . II 34 *66 
D. II 12 �:88 
E. II 27 *73 
F. II 12 *88 
DIVISION II 
mmu� Item ! ♦� % +I � !-1 %-� 
A .  4 .  11  23 19 *15 -:}32 
B ,.  14 ' 17 20 *17 �32 
. A .  '7. · .  *52 *31 10 4. 
B .  ·:C-61 *27 6 .  3 
A. 12. *39 *20 11 16 14 
B. *50 *23 9 9 9 
DIVISION II ( cont . ) 
1ffl 0U' '.E5 ITml % - 2 % -I 
A. 16. * 2 * 6 
B .  *10 * 7 
A. 20. 1 4 
B .  7 3 
A. 22 . 7 22 
B .  15 17 
A.  24. 5 12 
B .  7 · 9  
A. 2'7. *l2 *lO 
B.  *15 *14 
DIVISION III 
. _ I .  
-- GROi! �i� ! ♦ *42 
B .  *48 
A .  3. 35 
B .  24 
A. -5 . 38 
B. 49 
. A .  . 7 • 62 
B .  68 
A. 9.  *51 
B .  *55 
A. 11. 18 
B.  17 
DIVISION IV 
GR°X: -•_ ITr.
.-
! �Ii �10st 
3 
B �  9 29, 
A.  '7._ 8 17 
B �  7 17 
A.  a. ¼34 *4'7 
B .  *41 *36 
A.  Io . : * 7 *38 
B.  * 4 *22 
A.  i2. *lO *46 
B .  * 7 *42 
A. 15. * 6 * 1 
B. * 4 * . 4  
A. 17. * 4 >�6 
B .  ..:f- 7 *27 
A. 19. * 5 *40 
B .  * 2 *23 
A. 21 . *26 *53 
B .  *31 *45 
% 0 
37 
39 
12 
11 
19 
13 
16 
11 
33 
33 
% -
14 
17 
*28 
*42 
*24 
*19 
*l2 
*11 
15 
�o 
*56 . ·  
*60 
� 'anz 4> 
36 
26 
23 
13 
11 
eg 
35 
26 
29 
20 
,,.12 
6i3 
58 
42 
42 
15 
11 
% -I 
23 . 
16 
*ll 
*10 
*22 
*25 
*l8 
*20 
23 
17 
ro 4 
35 
37 
34 
38 
32 
26 
2i 
34 ·· 
25 
26, 
23 : 
%raw 
*O . _  
*24 
*40 
*40 
4 
8 
23 
35 
15 
16 . 
42 
36 
7 
7 
13 
32 
5 
10 
---��- -·--- - �.. . ·- .. 
47 . 
% -2 
32 
28 
*72-
*69 
*30 
*30 
*49 
*53 
22-
21 
u;-No 
-i2 
*2 
*9 
*13 
2 
4 
3 - 4 
3 
6 
31 
44 
0 
1 
0 
1 
1 
3 
48 . 
DIVISION IV ( cont . ) 
tmmn.3 ITENI · %AII %Most: %Many. · %Few % Few 
A .  23 .  * 1 *15 37 35 12 
B.  * 2 *17 49 26 6 
A.  25 . *24 *26 ·  32 15 3 
B .  *18 *32 31 16 2 
A.  26. *26 *33 28 11 2 
B .  -:}35 *30 28 7 0 
SUMMARY 
This research, like many others, starts with 
one problem and ends in a maze of many problems. This 
study has not brought much light on the problem in hand, 
nevertheles s, the following results of the tests are of 
interest. 
1. As indicated by the results as a whole 
the tests do not show any significant difference be­
tween the attitudes toward militarism of the high s chool 
seniors and the university sephomores. The sophomore 
mean score indicates a higher degree ef pacifism than 
the high school senior mean score. Perhaps most stu­
dents as advanced as the senior year in high . school are 
so tolerant and judicially minded that they can avoid 
prejudices, even though they hold convictions. 
2. The methods adopted and modified for this 
study and the tests which were b�sed upon them, because 
of their claim for validity, are suitable for the pur� 
pese of measuring the attitudes  of high school seniors 
and university sophomore s  toward militarism. 
3. The instructions seemed to be readily 
understood by the students and easily handled by them. 
4. • The attitudes as indicated by the stu­
dents in their responses are very conservative with �od­
erately few in all groups holding an extreme attitude. 
The general attitude of all groups is one of neutrality. 
SUMMARY ( cont . )  
5. This study would show t hat men in general have 
a greater range in attitude than women . 
The attitudes as indicated by women are ,  gener­
ally speaking, slight ly more pacifistic than men with 
a smaller s catter. 
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APPENDIX 
A STUDY OF INDIVIDUAL CASES WITH EXTREME \HEWS 
The scores · of the individual cases given 
in the app�ndix reveal the subject's attitude as ex- . 
tremely militaristic or anti-militaris�ic. In each 
case are listed items which the subject failed to in­
dorse in agreement with his final score . Of these ex­
treme cases there was none so extreme in his viewpoint 
that he did not concede at least one point to the other 
extreme. Several reasons might be giYen for such vari­
ations : first, judicial reasoning on the part of the 
subject ; second, a misunderstanding of the item ; third, . 
a mistake in indorsing an opinion. 
Sophomores ·  
Case Number 3 :  (Man.) Low score of 35, indicating a 
militaristic attitude . This subject favored 
"disarmament", "League of Nations 0 , and the 
"world court" in Di vision I ;  in Division IV 
. .. 
he "thought all campaigns for armed prepared-
ness to inculcate the idea that war is inevit­
able". 
Case Number 136: (Man ) Low score of 34, indicating a 
militaristic attitude. In DiYision IV this 
subject thought that "all militaristic lead­
ers minimize the efficacy of international 
agencies of justice 11 • 
Case Number 146 : (Man) Lew score of 38, indicating a 
militaristic attitude. In Division I this 
subject was opposed to compulsory military 
training and the R .. O. T .C . In ID:ivision II he 
indicated that he did not believe that if war 
1s necessary to maintain national interests, 
every individual opinion must yield. In Div­
ision IV he thought that all military leaders 
minimize the efficacy of international agen­
cies of j-g�tioe; that all military leaders 
over-estimate the degree of security afforded 
·by armaments; and that all educators believe 
that the physical benefits of military train­
ing are over-rated. 
Case Number. 92: (Man) High score of 80, indieating 
anti-mili�aristic attitude. However, in Div­
ision II this subject felt that young people 
ambitious for an education s�ould be forced 
to accept military training as a part of the 
price for that education. 
Case Number 101 : (Man) High score of 80, indicating 
an anti-militaristic attitude. However, this 
per�on, in Division IV felt that none of the 
nation's finest men are maimed and
(
killed by 
war, leaving the physically unfit as a basis 
for coming generations . Also , that none of 
. - ... ,;,.-
our schools and colleges are rapidly being 
militarized by the R.O. T.C. 
Case Number l;J,:O)t (Wom.�;n ) :o <:)_fhgh score of 81, indicating 
an anti-militaristic attitude. Nevertheless, 
in Division I she favored war a'bd in Division 
IV she thought that �one of our schools and 
colleges are rapidly being militarized by the 
. R.O.T.C. 
Case Number 150. (Man) High schore of 84, indicating 
a decidedly anti-militaristic attitude. His 
only exception was item 16 in Division II .  
He felt that to resist conscription is not 
an evidence �f good citizenship. 
Case Number 157 . (Man) High score of 82, indicating 
an anti-militaristic attitude. However, in 
Division IV, he felt that all Christians, 
condone, counsel, or command the use of force 
to de.fend justice,, righteousness, and truth, 
and to defeat the purposes of wickedness and 
evil. Also, that no good citizens would re­
fuse to answer the call to arms. 
HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS 
Gase Number 55. (Boy) Low score of 39, indicating a 
militaristic attitude. In Division I this 
subject was in favor of the League of Nations , 
the World Court, and Pacifists. 
Case Number 148. (Girl ) Low s core of 35, indicating 
a militaristic attitude. In Division I she 
favored the League of Nations and the World 
Court. In Division III she indicated that 
she felt war is not essential to progress. 
In Division IV she felt that all educators 
believe that the physical benefits of mil­
itary training are over-rated, and that all 
campaigns for armed preparedness tend to in­
culcate the idea that war is inevitable. 
Case Number 100. (Boy) High score of 81, indicating 
an anti-militaristic attitude. In Division 
I he was in favor of the R.O. T. C. 
Case Number 190. (Boy) High s core of 80, indicating 
a consistent anti-militaristic attitude. In 
Division I he was opposed to "disarmament ", 
and 11pacif'ist 11 , but iJ!� :favor of uconscription ii . 
In Division II he thought that the argument 
that as long as nations maintain adequate ar­
maments they are able to resist outside at­
tacks and live in security and peace is true . 
